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Banks in the Crossfire of
Global Platforms
Abstract
Banking and financial services have traditionally been
a heavily regulated industry where technology alone
has not been a sufficient factor to transform the operating architectures of the industry. The pervasive
view in the financial industry has been that digitaliza-
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tion and its integrational development will take place
on the platforms of the banks.
Due to the inherent secondary nature of financial services, however, it is more likely that the customer in-
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terface of financial services will increasingly migrate
towards primary service platforms. As a result, the
commoditization of payment processing services is
expected to increase. Additionally, the visibility into
customer data will become more opaque and the val-
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ue capturing capabilities of the financial industry will
be radically redefined. Furthermore, a strategic impact can also be anticipated on several public institutions, such as financial supervisory authorities, the
tax administration and other public registry holders.
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Background
Banking and financial services have traditionally been a
heavily regulated industry (Vesala, 1993). Studies suggest
that in heavily regulated industries, technology alone has
not been a sufficient factor to transform the operating
architectures of the industry (Hannan & McDovell, 1984;
Llewellyn, 1999). Instead, legislative reforms as well as
new modes of thinking—for both customers and service
providers—have also usually been necessary for moving
forward (Kane, 1980; cf. Chander, 2014).
The first steps to deregulate modern banking and other
financial services in Finland were taken in the mid-1980s.
Despite the alleviation, finance remains one of the most
heavily regulated industries in this country. While the advent of the World Wide Web in the early 1990s appeared
to increase the availability of financial services (Jayawardhen & Foley, 2000; Luarn & Lin, 2005), its impact on the
bigger picture of banking was modest. The scope, content and value promises of financial services remained
unchanged. The only notable change was improved access to services, as banking affairs could now be handled
by the means of ATMs and the Internet, without the need
for time-consuming visits to bank offices. Institutionally, however, everything continued as before: customers
handled their banking business in the banks’ closed service architectures, on the terms determined by the providers of financial services.

Figure

In the face of transitions, the pervasive view within the
financial industry has been that the integrational development of digitalization will take place on the platforms
of the banks in one way or another. This line of thinking
is still very much in evidence even in the most recent
development trends, such as the the Open API Banking
specifications introduced by the second Payment Services
Directive (PSD2). However, the recent evolution of digital platforms and the emergence of new collaborative IT
architectures call into question the current paradigm of
industrial service architectures in banking and their industry-specific regulation.
A wide range of new tools and methods are currently
available for the banking and financial sector. However, innovation in banking and finances is complicated
by the difficulty of perceiving the combined impact of
new market players, technologies, architectures, regulation and other drivers of change. In recent years, Internet platform giants, such as Google, Amazon, Baidu and
Tencent, have risen to challenge the traditional structures in banking and financial services, to a large extent
due to their clear-minded grasp on this bigger picture.
The change in the service architectures of banking and finance described in this report lends support to the view
that systemic service layers based on new technologies
are emerging parallel to the existing system architectures
of the industry. However, the reconciliation of these new
service architectures with the existing processes may

The diversity of Banking and Financial Services –
Is the development of the industry dominated by internal or external forces of change?
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Picture 1. The diversity of Banking and Financial Services – Is the development of the industry
dominated by internal or external forces of change?
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continue to pose problems in the short term. Be that as
it may, as banking and financial services diversify, the
question arises whether development will continue to
take place along the old lines of thinking or whether the
terms of change are dictated by external players (see figure on the previous page).

Traditional banking services
and the platform economy
Banking and financial services can be perceived as having always operated on “platforms”, in the wider sense
of the term. For example, the branch office assembled all
of the bank’s service offerings onto a single platform, insurance and real estate brokerage included. Online banking carried on this platform-based service concept, as did
mobile banking and other financial service applications
later on. Similarly, the idea that banking platforms could
serve as a basis for more extensive service offerings transcending the finance industry was born with online banking and portal thinking. An electronic banking platform
is a place that nearly all consumers as well as corporate
customers use to handle their banking business. Thus, all
corporate customers could, in theory, complete transactions with other companies and individual customers directly on the banking platform.
However, one thing common to the platform thinking in
the banking industry is that the business model has remained a vertically integrated value chain, closely controlled by the bank. As a result, the traditional approach
to developing services in the banking and financial sector
has been based on a proprietary model. In this business
model, the bank owns the technology, the platform, the
products and the distribution channels related to the service development, also including customer data. However, the assumption that the banking platforms will be able
to retain their leading position as the providers of day-today banking and financial services should be approached
with scepticism. The reasoning for this is simple: financial
services are hardly ever prioritised by customers when
they set their goals and evaluate value creation processes.
Instead, the role of financial services tends to be instrumental –in other words, they exist as secondary services
to complement and facilitate other processes, goals, and

services. Although financial services (e.g. payment transactions and access to financing), without a doubt, are of
utmost importance in achieving objectives, in the eyes
of the customer, they tend to be inherently void of any
intrinsic value in themselves.
Recent developments in platforms and mobile applications are making it increasingly easy to integrate financial services into primary service offerings. As a result,
determining where financial services are produced and by
whom will increasingly be determined by primary service
platforms in the future. At the same time, financial service providers are faced with the challenge that a banking
platform of a few local financial operators is not attractive to third party developers, because it fails to provide
access to global markets.
In this regard, global digital platforms for primary services pose a major challenge to the traditional, vertically integrated business models of the banking and financial industry. Key players in this respect are the GAFA
platforms (Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon) in the
West and the BAT trio (Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent) in
the East. While these platform operators themselves do
not necessarily produce any financial services, they are
able to incorporate banking services seamlessly into their
own core business by adopting the banking-as-a-platform
business model. Moreover, in the business models of the
digital platform giants, financial services are usually free
of charge or extremely low-priced, which poses a threat to
the profits and price-setting strategies of the traditional
players. Digital platforms are also redefining the service
experiences of customers, thus raising their expectations
regarding the ease of use and compatibility, and even the
automatic integration of various services.

New legislation entails
strategic choices
Financial legislation may speed up the process of adopting a third-party-innovation-based platform model, and
even compel the banks to do so. For example, the recent
Second Payment Services Directive (PSD2) of the European Commission stipulates that banks with accounts
must open interfaces to third parties and, by the consent
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of a customer, give them access to the customer’s account
information. As banks are complying with the new legislation, open innovation and service development is becoming a key element in their strategy.
So far, the business models and strategies of different
banks have been very similar to one another. The services,
distribution networks and other aspects of these business
models have lacked distinctive features that would allow
customers to choose a financial service provider according to any clear-cut criteria. However, the legislation compelling traditional financial service providers to open interfaces seems to be pushing them to diverging strategic
paths. For instance, the approaches adopted by the OP
Financial Group and Nordea both make use of collaboration with start-up companies. Yet, the collaborative efforts of OP Financial Group – at least up until recently
– clearly have aimed to expand beyond traditional banking to health care and mobility services.
Nordea’s policy, in contrast, suggests a strategic choice
of remaining at the very core of banking. On Nordea’s
open banking platform, third parties can develop service applications by making use of the platform’s test
data. To activate a finished application, the customer

Distributed ledger technology (DLT) refers to a
collection of methods by which several operators
can maintain a shared distributed database more
consistently and transparently than in the past.
In the financial industry, distributed ledgers are
perceived to offer potential efficiency benefits in
various kinds of transactions, operations, and processes. One typical area of banking in which experimentation with distributed ledgers has been
carried out is payment processing services. Other
experiments have been related to e.g. crowdfunding, securities clearing, accounting, international
trade services and financing. One such development project in the financial industry is the Corda
platform, developed by the R3 Consortium. It can
be described as distributed database technology for facilitating data flows which transcend the
boundaries of organisational silos. Although Corda
makes use of some of the elements of blockchain
technology (e.g. the UXTO transaction model), it
does not utilise the features normally associated
with blockchain technology more extensively.
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only needs to allow access to his or her account information. With its open banking platform, Nordea seeks
to achieve a leading position in Scandinavia in platform
cooperation with start-up companies. However, a persisting problem with both approaches is that, once again,
the open banking platform of a single local financial operator is not attractive enough for third parties engaged
in global operations.

Open compatibility
challenges existing value
chain structures
The growth of the platform economy has also given rise
to discussion on shared and distributed banking services.
Shared banking services refer to a trend reflecting internal drivers for change within the industry, characterised
by consortium-based distributed database structures.
Distributed banking, in turn, refer to fully open platform
structures, such as those facilitated by blockchain technology, representing external drivers for change.

Blockchain technology refers to a method of creating distributed IT architectures without any single
service provider exercising unilateral control. The
technology itself consists of several components,
such as peer-to-peer networking, public key encryption, cryptographic tokens of value, algorithmic incentive structures, a cryptographically concatenated
data structure, and distributed multiversion concurrency control. In the early days of blockchain technology, the term ‘blockchain’ was only used to refer
to the cryptographically concatenated data structure
of the system. Later on, a much broader meaning
became associated with the term, in reference to the
distributed blockchain platforms at large, in various
configurations and on various levels of discussion.
The best-known application of blockchain technology is the Bitcoin cryptocurrency network. Despite its
name, Bitcoin is strictly speaking not a currency because the generated tokens lack an official issuer or
guarantor. Instead, the system can be characterised
as an amalgamation between a payment processing
network and a new type of an asset class.
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Great hopes have been pinned on distributed ledgers in
the banking and financial industry – perhaps due to the
fact that the term ‘blockchain’ is often misused in the context of development projects. In reality, the concepts piloted in the industry can be described as drawing inspiration from the concept of blockchain technology at most.
Although it is already ten years since the first blockchain
application was adopted in the form of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency, the actual utilisation of blockchains in banking and finance is, at best, still in the experimental stage.

adopted by the industry at large. In such a case, at least
the following significant implications can be anticipated
to impact the traditional operators within the financial
industry, in terms of management and administration:

Despite this, the narrative of blockchains and distributed
ledgers seems to have served as a catalyst that has given an impetus to more conventional distributed system
development, something that was sorely needed in the
banking and financial industry. In the old vertical operating environment, and in the absence of acute pressures
for change, it was difficult to justify system updates and
digital integration schemes. In reality, however, the development inspired by the narrative of the external drivers
for change mostly still reflects the old internal drivers,
and the earlier siloed practices, albeit in a wider context.
There is little evidence that any real efforts have actually
been made to determine how to make use of open banking services and developer communities in the processes of the existing industry.

2. Access to customer data will become more restricted. The ability to perceive the full scale of services
in use and the service data involved will increasingly
become the prerogative of primary service providers
and other parties with more defined ownership of the
customer relationship.

Traditionally, drawing upon the resources of open developer communities in the context of service architecture
development is usually associated with software development. Gradually, however, ways of making use of open
service architectures and developer communities are also
being identified in other domains. If the novel and more
collaborative approaches are widely adopted by the financial sector, traditional operators may find themselves
competing not only for customers, but also for the resources of the developer communities.

“The Rebundling of a Bank”
— From vertical to horizontal
Traditionally, the IT systems of companies in the financial
industry have been heavily siloed and centrally governed.
Consequently, the threat posed by the new forms of competition is evident if more efficient operating models are

1. The customer services interfaces will migrate beyond the traditional financial sector. Consequently,
the ownership of the customer relationships will increasingly be transferred to the primary service providers.

3. The secondary role of financial services will become
more highlighted, leading to increased commoditization of the more basic financial services.
4. The competition over customers and developers will
become global. The value capturing capabilities of financial companies will be reconfigured according to
their ability to harness the new global processes and
mechanisms for value creation. Shared, embedded
and distributed banking service structures portend
this change.
5. The multi-dimensional integration currently underway requires the implementation of new practices and
new expertise in the banking and financial services
industry. Additionally, the importance of acquiring,
enriching and refining data will become highlighted
as a competitive factor in service production.
With the prospect of a diversification in secondary financial services in sight, more and more discussion is
emerging on the “unbundling of banking.” Similar developments have already been witnessed around platforms
in other industries. However, industries that have been
subjected to the disruption from digital platforms earlier are now undergoing a rebundling of their service concepts. Uber, for instance, having revolutionised transport
services, is now expanding into the delivery of meals and
the rental of electric scooters. Thus, it may be prudent to
already now consider what the potential rebundling of
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Table

The ways of providing secondary services are diversifying

Traditional banking

Shared banking

Embedded banking

Distributed banking

Description

Company as a portal
for banking and
financial services

Consortium’s shared
secondary services
platform for banking
and financial services

Banking and financial
services integrated
into the primary
services platform

Open secondary
service platforms
produced on a fully
distributed basis

Market potential

Market potential as a
limiting factor (narrow
customer base)

Restricted opening of
market potential in
enterprise networks
(limited customer
base)

Market potential
eliminated as a limiting
factor (large customer
base)

Market potential
eliminated as a limiting
factor (unlimited
customer base)

Interface to other
services

Fully internal process

Primary services
integrated to
secondary platform

Secondary services
integrated to primary
platform

Fully external process

Examples

E.g. OP Financial
Group, Nordea

E.g. MarcoPolo
(Corda); We.Trade
(Hyperledger); Mercury
(Corda + Hyperledger)

E.g. Alipay, Amazon
Pay, Apple Pay, PayPal

E.g. Ethereum, Bitcoin,
Monero

Primary services will not necessarily migrate to banks’ platforms. On the contrary, it is more likely that financial services will
increasingly migrate to primary service platforms.

banking and financial services will look like. For example, would the assimilation of the secondary services offered by the banking and financial industry into a larger
body of the secondary services offered by the public sector and other such players provide an answer?
One reason that may explain why the customer interface
has so far remained on the banking platform is that customers usually access the platform following strong authentication of their identity. As the secondary financial
services become more diversified, one might ask what the
implication for the banks’ customer relationships would
be if the primary service platforms also started offering
strong authentication services? In such a case, would the
banks’ service ecosystem be overrun by platform giants,
or would the requirement to authenticate one’s identity diminish the appeal of primary service platforms? Are
the incremental innovations of the banking and financial
industry enough to reclaim the customer interface back
onto the banking platforms?
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Broadly speaking, the integration of primary and secondary services and the transfer of the ownership of customer relationships will also impact the other elements of the
business models applied in banking and finance, such as
the information system architecture, strategic and operational management capabilities and expertise, as well as
organisational structures. It should also be pointed out
that the described revolution of digital architectures in
industry are not specific to banking and financial services.
A similar transformation is taking place in many other
fields, such as the value chains of the food and pharmaceutical industries. Additionally, this trend may have implications for the strategies of several public institutions
(e.g. the financial supervisory authorities, the tax administration and other holders of public registers).
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